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ABSTRACT
Honors College
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
The purpose of the Dry Combat Submersible (DCS) Internal Storage System project is to
design, fabricate, and test an internal storage solution for the Naval Special Warfare Group’s
(NSWG) SEAL Delivery Vehicle. This solution will allow Navy SEALs to store mission critical
equipment to assist with the successful execution of SEAL missions. This project will ensure
proper storage of equipment including SCUBA gear, dive rigs, and personal equipment within the
DCS. The project is being completed by a team of senior Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
(MAE) students at the University of Alabama in Huntsville as part of their senior design project
efforts in the MAE Product Realization class. The United States Special Operations Command
(SOCOM) has sponsored this project for the benefit of the NSWG and to give students hands on
engineering experience. Trade studies analyzing possible alternatives and specifying performance
and design criteria will provide SOCOM with alternative design solutions in addition to the
solution selected by the team of students.
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NOTE: while certain words have been redacted due to the sensitive nature of the project design,
the content of the present report remains cohesive and comprehensible.

1. Introduction
This project is completed in conjunction with MAE 491-01 Senior Design 2-Product
Realization Team 3’s design and realization of an internal storage system for the Special
Operations Command (SOCOM) Dry Combat Submersible (DCS). The scope of this project is to
revisit the patent research done in the Fall 2020 semester in order to verify and expand upon the
trade studies conducted throughout the research phase of the product development. In order to
achieve this goal, additional trade studies must be conducted including new patent searches, as
well as further research into the team’s chosen design to verify the team’s selections or to provide
insight into ways in which the product could be improved in future iterations.
Trade studies are tools used in the engineering industry to make objective comparisons of
potential outcomes to assist in the decision- making process. Notably, trade studies consist of
documentation of the requirements and criteria that will be analyzed while making an engineering
decision such as a particular design, material, or process used in order to create a product.
Trade studies enable engineers to constantly evolve in their work because they enable the
re-evaluation of techniques using new and innovative information and techniques in the everchanging fields within engineering. Notably, trade studies include the creation of quantitative
decision matrices which allow engineers to chose the proper outcome for a given problem based
on analytical data with certain weighted criteria [1].
Evaluation matrices are used extensively throughout this project in order to objectively
analyze and compare patented products with the team’s designs for the Curvature Storage and Rig
Storage solutions within the overall project. These two storage solutions were chosen due to the
customized designs the final products utilized,
1

which makes them ideal candidates for further evaluation in order to find areas of
improvements, as well as verify the efficiency of the team’s choices.

2. Background
This project was sponsored by SOCOM in order to research, design, and build a storage
system product for the Naval Special Warfare Group (NSWG) Seal Delivery Vehicle DCS. Such
a product is necessary as in its current state, the DCS has no organization system for the internal
storage of mission essential items, and space within the vehicle is not fully utilized. An exterior
view of the DCS can be seen in Figure 1.
SOCOM works with senior capstone courses at several universities in order to give
engineering students a hands-on learning opportunity while providing beneficial designs and
products at a much lower cost than in-house designs.

Figure 1 External Layout of DCS [2]
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The DCS is a newly designed SEAL Team delivery vehicle that is set to enter service in
the coming years [2]. Due to the relative newness of the system, SOCOM is working with
university capstone courses to give engineering students the opportunity to contribute to the new
system, and as a cost saving measure for further designing of the system with hopes of integrating
student designs into the functional DCS.
The scope of the design team’s project is to design, assembly, and test a set of fully
integrated storage solutions for the DCS in order to best maximize the space within the system.
The scope of the report is to verify the design choices the team made by re-evaluating and reanalyzing past research done into storage solutions as well as research, analyze, and evaluate
addition designs to compare with the team’s final chosen design. This report does not intend to be
a definitive factor in future iterations of this project as it simply serves to evaluate the research and
design work done by team 3.
This report utilizes trade studies and evaluation matrices within the scope of the NASA
Engineering Design Process [1], by taking past and current research to compare with the team’s
design choices to ensure that the project is completed in the highest quality manner it can be done.
Decision matrices objectively compare various design ideas or patented products in order
to determine the best fit for a specific solution. This is done by selecting specific criteria for
analysis and weighting the importance of each criteria with regards to the overall importance in
the decision-making process. Decision matrices utilize a numeric scale to quantitatively determine
the best possible design in a specific set by weighing the pros and cons of each design.
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3. Procedure
The procedure for conducting the trade studies requires the reflection on the research done
in MAE 490 in order to see a baseline of what was done to get to the team’s final design. This
baseline research includes the researching of specific patents that the team could utilize and base
initial product ideas off in order to find the best solution for internal storage of the DCS.
The scope of this report takes these initial research points and expands upon them in order
to re-analyze and re-evaluate the team’s decision making process and the final design the team
chose to pursue. To begin, the initial evaluation matrices were re-analyzed and used as templates
for four additional evaluation matrices comparing various patents to team designs for both the
Curvature Storage as well as the Rig Storage units that the team selected for further production.
The selection process for patented designs to use in evaluation matrices followed the same
procedure as those conducted in MAE 490. Patented products were located through online search
engines, and analyzed for their ability to be integrated into the DCS system with or without
additional modifications to better fit the requirements of SOCOM. Once these patented designs
were selected, the two trade studies were set up to analyze the Curvature Storage and the Rig
Storage solutions the team designed. These two specific designs were chosen for the trade studies
due to their intricacy of engineering work, and their specificity to the DCS system.
Each trade study was conducted twice: once for the team’s initial design, and once for the
team’s final design. This allowed for the verification of the team’s designs as the initial provided
a baseline for the improvements and modifications of the second.
The evaluation matrices of each trade study first required the selection of the patented
designs that would be compared to the team’s design. These were chosen for the initial design
matrices by utilizing the same patents that were found during the initial research phase of MAE
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490. Finally, the patents to compare with the team’s final designs were selected based on the
similarity of their purpose with the purpose of the team’s final designs.
The criteria within all four of the evaluation matrices are the same: clearance safety, noise
potential, access time, integration, interference, manufacturing difficulty, weight, removability,
durability, and volume. These criteria was selected in part due to the similarity with the evaluation
matrices conducted in MAE 490, as well as their importance given the system requirements of the
project. The weights for each criterion within the evaluation matrices were selected based on the
system requirements and importance of each. Lastly, the products were scaled from 1-3, with one
being the best scenario and three being the worst scenario for each criterion. Once this was done
for all products, the weighted totals were calculated to objectively state which product will best
serve the storage purpose within the DCS.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Introduction to Results and Discussion
Initially, additional patents were researched further than the patent research phase from the
MAE 490 portion of the product. These patents were researched in order to find additional
possibilities that the team could have considered when creating the design solution that could have
potentially been a better fit for the outcome of the product. Based off of the initial research, the
additional patent search resulted in three additional patented products to be discussed and
evaluated in addition to the patented products already discussed during the team’s initial research
phase. These patented designs were compared to four of the team’s designs to show their
progression throughout the multiple stages of the product development.
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Finally, the patented products as well as team designs were evaluated against one another
in four evaluation matrices. This process allows the objective comparison of products given certain
weight criteria in order to determine the best product for further development. This phase included
comparing the team’s initial design with initial researched patents, as well as comparing the team’s
final design with the additional researched patents conducted as part of this study.
The initial research found several patented designs that the team hoped to modify and
created a final design based off of, these patents included a large variety of potential ideas, before
the team concluded on what to go forward with. After the System Definition Review (SDR), the
team decided to go forward with two types of storage designs: Curvature Storage and Rig Storage
systems. The Curvature Storage system is designed to integrate a comfortable seating design with
adequate storage within the contours of the DCS in order to maximize the productive use of space
within the system. The Rig Storage system is designed to also integrate within the contours of the
DCS but will be used to store bulkier items in a more accessible way.
4.2 Curvature Storage System
To satisfy the Curvature Storage system requirements, several seating designs were
initially researched and considered. The advantages and disadvantages of each patented product
and initial team design were discussed and analyzed before a decision matrix was used to allow
the team to decide on the final design solution.
Initially, the team considered a primary team designed Curvature Storage system, this
initial design included space for dive rigs, scuba gear, emergency equipment and various other
items. The initial design model can be seen in Figure 2 both loaded with items and unloaded. This
design concept allowed for the storage of necessary items, but did not include a seating area, or a
secure covering for the stored items.
6

Figure 2 Curvature Storage (Team Design- Initial)
In addition to the initial team design of a Curvature Storage system, two other patented
storage systems were considered as well, as a way to see if the team’s design was on the right
track. These included an Under Seat storage system [3] and a Chair Storage Unit [4], which can
be seen in Figures 3 and 4, respectively
The Under Seat Storage system [3], as seen in Figure 3, includes a low backed seating
system with openings under the bench seating to allow the storage of small to medium sized items.
These openings are large enough to fit small dive rigs, as well as Scuba tanks and other personal
items, but this system has the disadvantage of having a high seat, which would interfere with the
already high ballast tank the seating system would be integrated with.
The Chair Storage Unit [4], as seen in Figure 4, includes a foldable chair with a flexible
storage unit underneath the seat. This storage is easier to access than the Under Seat Storage
system, but has the same disadvantage of a high seat, and has a smaller storage capacity that would
not be able to fit a Scuba tank, so it could only be used for smaller personal items and small dive
rigs.
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Figure 314 Chair Storage Unit [3]

Figure 4 Under Seat Storage System [4]
These three potential solutions for the Curvature Storage System each have their own
advantages and disadvantages, and evaluation matrices were utilized in order to make a final
decision of which idea to continue with for further development.
The evaluation matrix process, as discussed in Section 4.1, uses weighted criteria to
determine the best product. For the Initial Curvature Storage Concept Evaluation Matrix, as seen
8

in Table 1, the criteria include: clearance safety, noise potential, access time, integration,
interference, manufacturing difficulty, weight, removability, durability, and volume. These criteria
were selected due to the importance of each to the overall design of the product, additionally, these
are the same criteria used in the initial evaluation matrices completed in MAE 490-01 in the Fall
2020 semester. Each of these criteria are weighted based on the overall importance to the system,
and the weights of each of the ten criteria add up to a total of 100 possible score for a perfect
product. The weights of each criteria was carefully considered, and the determining factor related
to the overall project requirements that are discussed in the team’s Detail Design Report [5], with
volume being the most important criterion due to the necessity of storing particular items, while
weight is scaled as the least important, due to the weight of the product being less important to the
customer.
The totaled results of the evaluation matrix show that the team’s initial Curvature Storage
design scoring 87.3 points out of a total of 100 possible. Additionally, this design included the
most storage space as well as the quickest access time, making it an attractive option for integration
into the DCS.
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Table 1 Initial Curvature Storage Concept Evaluation Matrix

Criteria

Weight Scale
3=safest 1=least
Clearence Safety
8 safe
3= least
Noise Potential
6 1=most
3=fastest
Access Time
12 1=slowest
Integration
13 3=most 1=least
Interference
7 3=least 1=most
Manufacturing
3=easiest
Difficulty
8 1=hardest
3=lightest
Weight
5 1=heaviest
3=easiest
Removability
9 1=hardest
Durabilty
15 3=most 1=least
Volume
17 3=most 1=least
Weighted Totals
100

Curvature
Chair Storage Storage (team
Unit
design-initial)

Underseat
Storage
2

1

3

2

2

3

3
2
2

1
2
1

2
3
3

2

2

1

1

3

1

1
2
2
66.00

2
1
1
48.67

3
3
3
87.33

Further into the product development phase, the initial team design of the Curvature
Storage system evolved to include seating and coverings for the stored items. This design, which
can be seen in Figure 5, includes headrest and backrest pads for added comfort, as well as a fabric
cover to protect the items stored inside. The design has a greater storage space than the team’s
initial Curvature Storage design, because the storage area has been extended to accommodate the
seating area.
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Figure 5 Curvature Storage (Team Design- Final)
In addition to the team’s design, two patents were researched after the development of the
Curvature Storage in order to ensure that the team’s design does account for all requirements and
verify it as the correct solution to integrate into the DCS. These patented products, the Vehicle
Seating with Storage Feature [6], and the Collapsible Rear Seat Storage Assembly [7], which can
been seen in Figures 6 and 7 respectively, utilize a similar storage technique, but with storage
integrated into the seat as opposed to behind the backrest.
The Vehicle Seating with Storage Feature [6], as seen in Figure 6, is a patented product
that was designed for integration into airplane seating, but was part of the research because of its
unique approach to discreate storage located directly under the seat. This design has similar
limitations as previous patents due to the higher level of the seat and its limited storage capacity.
The Collapsible Rear Seat Storage Assembly [7], as seen in Figure 7, is a product designed
for automotive applications, but was included in the research due to its approach of multiple access
points to stored items, as well as its large storage area. The limitations of this design include the
11

high seat, which could interfere with the ballast tanks, as well as its intricate design that could be
damaged easily during use.

Figure 6 Vehicle Seating with Storage Feature [6]

Figure 7 Collapsible Rear Seat Storage Assembly [7]
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The evaluation matrix process was used to evaluate these three designs in the same way as
the evaluation of the initial designs, with weighted totals for specific criteria. The evaluation matrix
for this final Curvature Storage design can be seen in Table 2.
The evaluation matrix for the final Curvature Storage concept shows that the team’s
Curvature Storage system, with additional features from the initial design, is the best product to
continue developing due to achieving the highest weighted total of the three products.
The Curvature Storage design that the team created had the highest weighted total of 85.
This means that, objectively, this solution best fits the requirements within the DCS. It is important
to note that both the Vehicle Seating with Storage and the Collapsible Rear Seat Storage Assembly
are specifically designed for use in aerospace and automotive applications, while the Curvature
Storage design was specifically designed for use in the DCS system. With further design
modification, the other two designs could potentially score higher, but the scope of this evaluation
matrix is to analyze the specific patented design that was found during the research phase of the
project.
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Table 2 Final Curvature Storage Concept Evaluation Matrix

Criteria
Weight Scale
Clearence Safety
8 3=safest
Noise Potential
6 3= least
Access Time
12 3=fastest
Integration
13 3=most 1=least
Interference
7 3=least 1=most
Manufacturing
3=easiest
Difficulty
8 1=hardest
Weight
5 3=lightest
Removability
9 3=easiest
Durabilty
15 3=most 1=least
Volume
17 3=most 1=least
Weighted Totals
100

Vehicle
Seating with
Storage

Collapsible Rear
Seat Storage
Assembly

Curvature
Storage (team
design-final)

2
1
3
3
1

2
1
2
2
2

3
2
2
3
3

1
2
1
2
2
65.00

2
2
1
1
2
56.67

2
1
2
3
3
85.00

4.3 Rig Storage System
The second design the team created to integrate storage capacity into the DCS is the Rig
Storage System. The system, initially created to store miscellaneous personal and mission critical
items, quickly evolved to serve the purpose of specifically storage dive rigs and Scuba tanks.
The team’s initial design, known as the Wildcard Storage system, can be seen in Figure 8
and includes ample storage space for small dive rigs and Scuba tanks. This design also integrates
itself nicely into the DCS system, by attaching to the ballast tanks and ribs of the DCS.
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Figure 8 Wildcard Storage (Team Design-Initial)
In addition to the initial team design, two patented products were researched for
comparison. These include the Cargo Net for Passenger Vehicle [8] and the Personal Storage unit
[9], which can be seen in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. These designs are both unique from each
other as well as the team’s Wildcard Storage, because in this stage of product development, the
team had not yet decided the proper technique or location within the DCS for the storage of dive
rigs and Scuba tanks.
The Cargo Net [8], seen in Figure 9, is a unit that would be located overhead in the DCS,
and allow for the convenient storage of larger items. This design, however, poses a safety concern
due to the potential for stored items to fall onto the passengers. Additionally, this design is already
used in many different military and civilian applications, so integration into the system and ease
of use by passengers is excellent.
The Personal Storage Unit [9], seen in Figure 10, is a backpack design with a large volume
to enable the storage of small dive rigs and even Scuba tanks when left in the open position. This
design was considered due to its familiarity to potential users, as well as its transportability which
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would allow users to relocate stored items with a greater efficiency. The limitations of this design
include its inability to integrate within the DCS system as a whole, as well as its limited storage
capacity when compared to other items.

Figure 9 Cargo Net for Passenger Vehicle [8]

Figure 10 Personal Storage Unit [9]
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Just like the Curvature Storage system evaluation in Section 4.2, the Rig Storage system
concepts are analyzed using an evaluation matrix. This matrix can be seen in Table 3, and
demonstrates the potential effectiveness of each design concept. Notably, while using the same
criteria as in the Curvature Storage concept evaluation matrices, the team’s Wildcard storage
design scores the highest out of the three concepts. Although the Wildcard storage unit was
dropped from the team’s design plans very early on, it proves to be an effective design due to its
customized storage capacity that securely fits Scuba tanks and small dive rigs. Notably, the
Wildcard storage has the most unsafe rating for the clearance safety criteria due to its lack of a
covering to prevent stored items from shifting during motion. This issue could be remedied in
future design iterations, so this design was still a good choice for the initial analysis.
The Cargo Net and Personal Storage Unit are both items that would require very little
manipulation in a further design phase, due to their familiarity and widespread use in other
functions in both military and civilian applications.
Table 3 Initial Rig Storage Concept Evaluation Matrix
Personal Wildcard Storage
Storage (team designCriteria
Cargo Net Unit
initial)
Weight Scale
Clearence Safety
8 3=safest 1=least safe
2
3
1
Noise Potential
6 3= least 1=most
3
3
1
Access Time
12 3=fastest 1=slowest
2
3
2
Integration
13 3=most 1=least
2
1
3
Interference
7 3=least 1=most
1
2
1
Manufacturing
Difficulty
8 3=easiest 1=hardest
3
2
1
Weight
5 3=lightest 1=heaviest
3
3
2
Removability
9 3=easiest 1=hardest
2
3
3
Durabilty
15 3=most 1=least
1
2
3
Volume
17 3=most 1=least
2
1
3
Weighted Totals
100
65.67
70
75
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The team’s final design for the Rig Storage system followed a design more similar to the
Curvature Storage system in that it is integrated with the contours of the ribs of the DCS in order
to seamlessly maximize the usable space on board. This design can be seen in Figure 11, and
includes ratchet straps that can secure Scuba tanks or small dive rigs to the aluminum base. This
design was the team’s final iteration of a Rig Storage system and integrated all of the requirements
as discussed in the DDR [5].

Figure 11 Dive Rig Storage System (Team Design-Final)
In addition to the team’s Dive Rig Storage system, patents for other Scuba and dive rig storage
devices were researched and analyzed. The patents researched include the Scuba Tank Cart [10]
and the Tank Storage System [11], both of which are designed to exclusively store Scuba tanks.
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These designs can be seen in Figures 12 and 13, and we researched as possible designs that could
be modified to enable the storage of small dive rigs in addition to Scuba tanks.
The Scuba Tank Cart [10], is a solution that provides simple access while securing Scuba
tanks to a system using brackets. This design is beneficial to the team’s design criteria of providing
an integrated storage solution that can be semi-permanently installed into the DCS system. The
Scuba Tank Cart has the limitations of being bulky while only storing up to one Scuba tank per
unit.
The Tank Storage System [11], is also a semi-permanent solution that can mount onto the
ribs of the DCS using a bracket. This solution also has the added benefit of the ability to store up
to six Scuba tanks per unit, making it far more space efficient. The limitations of this design include
the difficulty of access to the Scuba tanks due to the tight fitting design it utilizes.

Figure 12 Scuba Tank Cart [10]
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Figure 13 Tank Storage System [11]
The evaluation matrix process for the three final design possibilities of the Rig Storage
system was conducted in the same format as the Curvature Storage system and the initial concept
evaluation matrix of the Rig Storage system. The criteria of evaluation remain constant, as do the
weights of each criterion. The evaluation matrix for the final rig storage concept can be seen in
Table 4, and shows that the team’s final Rig Storage System is the best design out of the three
Scuba tank storage systems.
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Table 4 Final Rig Storage Concept Evaluation Matrix

Criteria

Weight Scale
3=safest
Clearence Safety
8 1=least safe
3= least
Noise Potential
6 1=most
3=fastest
Access Time
12 1=slowest
3=most
Integration
13 1=least
3=least
Interference
7 1=most
Manufacturing
3=easiest
Difficulty
8 1=hardest
3=lightest
Weight
5 1=heaviest
3=easiest
Removability
9 1=hardest
3=most
Durabilty
15 1=least
3=most
Volume
17 1=least
Weighted Totals
100

Tank
Storage
System

Scuba Tank
Cart

Dive Rig Storage
System (team designfinal)

3

2

3

2

1

2

1

3

3

3

2

3

2

2

3

1

2

3

2

2

2

1

2

3

3

3

3

3
74.67

2
73.67

2
90.67

5. Conclusions
This report is meant to demonstrate the trade studies conducted to ensure that the DCS
Internal Storage System Senior Design Team’s solution and product is of the highest quality and
meets all customer and team specific design requirements. The trade studies in this report evaluate
the team’s design choices in both the initial and final design phases for two integrated storage
systems: The Curvature Storage system and the Rig Storage system. It is important to note that the
results discussed in this report specifically entail the results of the Honors Thesis requirements and
dive deeper into the trade studies than was conducted by the DCS Internal Storage team during
21

MAE 490-01 in the Fall 2020 semester. Therefore, these results having been found after the
conclusion of the team’s efforts simply verify and validate the work the team by expanding upon
and furthering the research conducted previously.
The trade studies are conducted by researching additional patented products and evaluating
and comparing these products with the products that the team designed. This was done by creating
evaluation matrices which give an objective score to rank each product when compared to two
others. Additionally, these evaluation matrices can be used in future iterations of this project by
giving future contributors a point of origin for revisiting past designs given new details pertinent
to the product specifications.
The culmination of the trade studies conducted were the evaluation matrices which showed
that the team’s design choices best fit the product specifications due to the customized nature of
each design. The patented products analyzed as part of these trade studies are limited in that many
of the products are specific to certain uses, and would need to be heavily modified in order to
integrate properly into the DCS system for use. This is possible to do, however, and this report
does not intend to demonstrate subjective inferiority of previously patented designs due to the
limitations they contain.
This report gives the explicit recommendation for future teams or individuals wishing to
improve upon the designs presented to re-evaluate and re-analyze all patented designs outside of
the scope of a direct comparison. In order to improve upon the designs, additional patent searches
are recommended as well, because of the quickly evolving nature of the military and engineering
industry and potential for new products to be available for analysis at a future date. Additionally,
the team’s Pilot Seat Storage solution, which can be seen in the DDR [5], is entirely left out of this
report due to this solution being a COTS component that the team did not attempt to design
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themselves. Therefore, an improvement of the Pilot Seat Storage solution is possible with
additional trade studies and the creation of a design to specifically serve the purpose of providing
storage for the Pilot seats within the DCS.
Finally, the scope of this report is finite in the sense that it focuses on two specific trade
studies on team designed components for the overall project. Therefore, future improvements of
the project could include an entirely new storage solution for the DCS that was not considered as
part of this project.
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